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1. Introduction. Fourier's treatise on heat conduction [1] and Carnot's treatise on
heat engines [2] were published within two years of each other—in 1822 and 1824,
respectively—but there was little overlap between thermodynamics and the theory
of heat conduction until recent times. Illuminating comments on this state of affairs
are to be found in Truesdell's history of thermodynamics [3, pp. 47-137],

In [4] I proved two theorems about periodic solutions of parabolic equations that
were suggested by considerations drawn from thermodynamics. The present paper
aims to continue this line of investigation by proving new results about linear elliptic
equations. These results, which depend on the positivity of certain kernels or Green's
functions, involve the thermodynamic notion of entropy.

In order to motivate what we shall do, let us consider a homogeneous and isotropic
• • 3

rigid heat conductor that occupies a domain Q c R . If we suppose, for simplicity,
that the thermal diffusivity is equal to unity then the temperature u(x, t), at the
point x = (Xj, x2, x}) e Q and time t e R, satisfies the differential equation

ut = Au + f(x), (1.1)
where

d2 d2 d2
—  J  2 ^ 2

dx\ dx\ dx3
is the Laplace operator and f(x) is the heat supply to unit volume in unit time.
Electrical heating, chemical reactions, radioactive decay, and the absorption of radi-
ation may all contribute to a nonzero heat supply. We shall regard f(x) as being at
our disposal, subject to certain restrictions to be stated below.

If u is positive, as will be the case if u is measured on an absolute scale, we may
divide Eq. (1.1) through by u and obtain the equation

m = ̂  + (1.2)\u) u2 u
in which q = - grad u is the heat flux vector. Thus if P c Q is a bounded subdomain
and v is the outward unit normal to the boundary dP, then on integrating both sides
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of (1.2) over P and appealing to the divergence theorem, we arrive at the identity

f log udx + [ ^ dS = [ dx + f — dx (1.3)dt JP Jop u Jp u2 Jp u
where dS is the element of surface area on dP and dx is the element of volume.

The terms that occur in the identity (1.3) have the following interpretations:

d f—4 J log udx — rate of increase of entropy in P,dt

IdP u
,2

V ^ dS = flux of entropy out of P due to heat conduction across dP,{\A)

I
I

I I
Mp dx = rate of generation of entropy within P due

p u
to internal heat conduction, (1.5)

f— dx — flux of entropy into P due to the heat supply /. (1.6)
p u

It should be noted that the inequality
d_
dt f logudx+ f ^—^-dx> [ —dS

Jp Jdp " Jp u
is an immediate consequence of (1.2). This last is the form that the Clausius-Duhem
inequality takes in the present circumstances. One important modern approach to
continuum thermodynamics starts by replacing the verbal statements of the second
law that were proposed by Clausius and Kelvin with the Clausius-Duhem inequality.
(For the work of Clausius and Kelvin, see, e.g., [3] and items 6, 7, 8 in the collection
[5]. For the Clausius-Duhem inequality, see Coleman and Noll [6].)

In Sees. 2 and 3 we shall study the steady-state version of Eq. (1.1), which is just
Poisson's equation, and ask how large the integrals (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6) can be
made by varying the heat supply / within certain constraints. In Sec. 4 we shall
consider a more general class of linear elliptic equations that describe steady-state
heat conduction in inhomogeneous and anisotropic rigid conductors.

3 32. Poisson's equation in R . We start by considering what happens when Q = R .
We suppose that we are given a nonempty bounded domain D c R , and we require
the heat supply / to meet the following conditions:

f(x) > 0 {otxgR\ (2.1)
supp f C D, (2.2)

f £ Ca , with a Holder exponent in 0 < a < 1. (2.3)

These conditions place no restriction upon the size of the integral JDfdx, which
can be made arbitrarily large.

The collection of all heat supplies that satisfy (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) will be denoted
by W; this collection is a cone, that is to say,

A/ + /ig e W for /, g € W and A, // > 0. (2.4)
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The steady-state temperature u(x) must now satisfy Poisson's equation

Au--f(x) for x £ R3, (2.5)

and we shall impose the condition

u(x) —> wQ as |x| —>00, (2.6)

u0 being a positive constant.
The unique solution of the problem consisting of (2.5) and (2.6) is

u(x) = W + -i- f J^ZL dy
0 4n JD\x-y\ (2.7)

and, necessarily, u(x) > uQ > 0 for x e R3. Thus it is permissible to divide both
sides of Eq. (2.5) by u and to deduce, in the same way as we deduced (1.3), an
identity

[ ^-dS = f ^-dx + f '-dx, (2.8)Jap u Jp u Jp "
which holds if P is a bounded domain.

With (2.8) in mind, we set

(2.9)F — f — dx, G = [ ^\-dx, H = G + F,
Jr3 u Jr} u

the integrals being extended over all of R , and we make the interpretations

F — flux of entropy into R due to the heat supply /,
G — rate of generation of entropy within R due to internal heat conduction,
H = flux of entropy out of R3 due to heat conduction at infinity.

Lemma 1. If the heat supply / e W then F, G, and H are well defined and
nonnegative; moreover,

H= — [ fdx. (2.10)
U0 J D

Proof. In order to prove the lemma we start with the observation that F =
Jr3 u d* = Id u ' from which it is clear that F is well defined and nonnegative.

The monotone convergence theorem of integration theory assures us that if the
limit

lim / 4
JB U

dx (2.11)

exists, where Ba is the ball |jc| < a, then G is well defined as a Lebesgue integral
and nonnegative. If, in fact, we can show that the limit exists and has the value

— f fdx- f -dx, (2.12)
W0 Jd Jd U

we shall have completed the proof of the lemma, for then H will be well defined by
(2.9), it will be nonnegative, and its value will be as asserted in (2.10).
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With no loss of generality we may suppose that 0 e D and that D c Ba . On
setting P — Ba in (2.8), we see that

,2
[ !4-<fa= f v-«ds- [ f-dx.
Jb„ u Job u J d u (2.13)

The next step is to verify that

v(x)-q(x)>0 for xedBa. (2.14)

To do so we observe that, by virtue of (2.7),

<?(*) =-grad u{x) = ^-[ ^y\ (x-y)dy.
Jd \x-y\5

If x G dBa then u(x) ■ x — a , and so

v(x) ■ q(x) =-£- f ^y\3v(x) • {x-y)dy
47r Jd |x -y

= ~r~ I f^~{a-iy{x)-y)dy
4^ Jd |jc —

>^z [ -^^(a-\y\)dy>0,
Jd \x-y\

as was asserted to be the case.
Now let U(a) = max{w(x): |x| = a}. Then U(a) > u0 and, by virtue of the

condition (2.6), U(a) —» uQ as a —> oo . Thus, since (2.14) holds, it follows that

1
U(a) f v ■ q dS < f ——- dS < — f v • q dS.

JdBa JdBa U U0 JdBa
However, Poisson's equation (2.5) implies that

/ v • q dS — - / f • grad udS
JdBa Ji)Ba

= - [ Audx = [ f dx = [ f dx.
Jb Jb Jda a

[ fdx< f ^-dS<— f fdx,
Jd' Job " "0 Jd'

Hence,
1

fdx.

U(a)
and, on letting a —► oo, we see that

,im [ »-ids = ±[.
a^°° JdBa u uo Jd

Thus, on letting a —> oo in (2.13), we conclude that the limit (2.11) exists and has
the value (2.12), which completes the proof of Lemma 1.

Lemma 1 permits us to think of F, G, and H as nonnegative functionals defined
on the cone W, and it is clear from the formula (2.10) that H has the property

H[kf + ng\ = kH[f] + iiH[g] for f, g e and X, n >0. (2.15)
However, F and G do not have this property.
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The chief result of this section is

Theorem 1. Neither G nor H is bounded above on but

F[f] < 47rdiam(D) for feff. (2.16)
Thus, by controlling the heat supply /, we can make the rate of generation of

entropy within R as large as we like, and the same is true of the flux of entropy out
of R3 due to heat conduction at infinity. By contrast, though, we cannot make the
flux of entropy into R due to the heat supply as large as we like in the circumstances
envisaged. We conclude that whenever there is a large flux of entropy out of R
due to heat conduction at infinity, the bulk of that entropy is not entropy directly
associated with the heat supply that we control, even though the heat supply be large,
but is entropy generated indirectly by the mechanism of internal heat conduction.

We turn now to the proof of Theorem 1. That H is not bounded above follows
immediately from formula (2.10). If we can prove estimate (2.16), it will then follow
from (2.9) that G is not bounded above. In order to prove (2.16), we need only note
that

fix) cbc.i(x)
while the representation (2.7) tells us that, for x £ D,

"Wa4,d L{D)!Dmdy-
Hence

F[f] < 4ndiam{D)J f{y)dy^j f(x)dx = 4ndiam(D),

which is (2.16), and the proof is complete.

3. Poisson's equation in a bounded domain. We suppose now that Q c J?3 is a
bounded C2'° domain and that D is a nonempty domain contained strictly within
Q, that is to say, D c Q. and dist(Z), dft) > 0. The heat supply / is required to
meet the conditions:

f(x) > 0 for x e Q.,
supp / CD,
/ G CQ(Q),

and once again the collection ^, consisting of all such heat supplies, is a cone.
As before, the steady-state temperature u{x) satisfies Poisson's equation

A u = -f{x) forxeQ. (3.1)

We impose the boundary condition

u(x) - u0 forxedfi, (3.2)

Uq being a positive constant. As is well known (Gilbarg and Trudinger [7, Theorem
6.14]) this Dirichlet problem has a unique solution u e C2'a{ Q).
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The maximum principle guarantees that u(x) > u0 > 0 for x e O. Thus it is
permissible to divide Poisson's equation through by u to obtain the identity

u2 U

and, on integrating both sides over Q and using the divergence theorem, we deduce
the equation

H = G + F (3.3)
in which

F = [ — dx = flux of entropy into Q due to the heat supply /,
Jn u
r i i ̂

G = -~y dx = rate of generation of entropy within Q
J £2 U

due to internal heat conduction,

H — dS = flux of entropy out of Q due to heat conduction across dD..
Jan u

The following counterpart to Lemma 1 is now valid.

Lemma 2. If f eW then F, G, and H are nonnegative and

= ±[fdx. (3.4)
"n J D

H
uo

Proof. It is clear from the definition of F and the restrictions / > 0 and u > 0,
that F > 0. Likewise the definition of G tells us immediately that G > 0 and
hence, we have H = G + F > 0. Moreover, if we invoke Poisson's equation and the
boundary condition on u, we see that

H = [ S = — [ v-qdS
Jan u "o 'oa

= —— [ v -graAuds = [ Audx
"o 'on uo Jn

— — f f dx — — f f dx,
«o Ja uo Jd '

which proves the lemma.
As we did before, we think of F, G, and H as functionals defined on the cone

W. In view of (3.4), H has property (2.15).

Theorem 2. (i) Neither G nor H is bounded above on S?, but there is a positive
constant M depending only upon the domains Q and D such that

F[f]<M for feW. (3.5)
(ii) If Q is a ball of volume |Q| we can take

30- 51/2 • IQI
 j^i (36)

[dist(D, <9Q)]
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Part (i) of Theorem 2 shows that what was asserted in Theorem 1 when Q = R
remains true when Q is a bounded domain. That is to say, by controlling the heat
supply /, we can make the rate of generation of entropy within Q as large as we
like, and the same is true of the flux of entropy out of Q due to heat conduction
across dQ. However, the flux of entropy into Q due to the heat supply cannot be
made arbitrarily large.

The bound (3.6) has the property that M -* oo when dist(Z>, d£l) —> 0, a fact
that suggests that F may be unbounded if the requirement that dist(Z), <9Q) > 0
is relaxed. This can be seen to be so by considering what happens when Q is the
ball |x| < a, D = Q, and f(x) = X where A is a large positive constant. In these
circumstances the unique solution of the Dirichlet problem

Au = -X in \x\ < a,
u(x) - u0 when |x| - a

is

therefore,

A 2 2
u(x) = un + -(a - \x\ );

O

F= f ±dx= r—2d'
Jn u Jo u0 + (A/6)(a - r )

= \2nb\og ~ 24na

where b = {a2 + 6u0/A.)l/2. On letting X -+ oo we see that b -> a and, therefore,
F —» oo . Hence F cannot be bounded on ^ .

We turn to the proof of Theorem 2. It is clear from (3.4) that H is not bounded
above on ^, and once we have proved that F is bounded above on f it will then
follow from (3.3) that G is not bounded above on & .

In order to prove that F is bounded above, we appeal to the fact that the solution
of the Dirichlet problem that consists of (3.1) and (3.2) admits the representation

u(x) = u0+ / K(x, y)f{y) dy,
Jn

in which the kernel K(x, y) is strictly positive and continuous for x, y e Q. and
x ^ y . Hence, if / E then

F= [ tdx= [ Ldx
Jnu JD u

= Id ("° + Id K<"X' dy) dX

~m~l fD(fD^dy) =
where

m = g.l.b.{A"(x, y): x, y e Dj > 0,
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which confirms (3.5), with M = . As the theorem claims, M depends only on
the domains Q and D, and so the proof of part (i) is complete.

In order to prove part (ii), let Q be the ball \x\ < a . It will be recalled that the
associated kernel is then

K(x,y) =
4 n

1
\x~y\ |x| y-a2x/\x\:

for x ^ 0,

4 71
1 _

.\y\ a
for x = 0,

but, for our purpose, this is not the most convenient form in which to express the
kernel. If, though, we appeal to the identity

2
2v — Iv — vl J_  —yl*|2

a2

a
2

= I* - ^l2 + ~~2 (^2 ~ l-X|2)(«2 - W2)a
and put

  I V — 17 I 2 I// — —_<p=\x-y\2, y/ = — {a - \x\2){a2 - |y|2^
a

we arrive at the alternative expression

K{x,y) = -}- (-Jtj —t72 ) • (3-7)An \y/2 (cfi+v)1'2)
It follows from the definitions of <f> and y/ that if x, y e D then

V = \(a ~ MX* + MX* " \y\)(a + M)
a

>(a- |jc|)(a - |y|) > [dist(Z), <9ft)]2 (3.8)
and

<f> < 4a2, y/ < a". (3.9)
On combining (3.7) with the estimates (3.8), (3.9), and the elementary inequality

1 1 1 ft** da . y/1 r+v da
~ 2 L a"2 ~</>1/2 {cf>+y/)]/2 2 aV2 2(0+^)1/2

we see that for x, y e D ,

for (f), y/ > 0,

> [dist(Z), <9Q)]2 _ [dist(D, 9H)]2
Sn(5a2)3'2 30 • 51/2 • |Q| '

which shows that M can be taken to have the value (3.6). Thus the proof of Theorem
2 is complete.

4. Generalisation to other elliptic equations. Theorem 2 can be generalised without
difficulty to other elliptic equations in arbitrarily many independent variables. Thus
let Q c Rn {n > 2) be a bounded C2'a domain and let D be a nonempty domain
contained strictly within Q . We consider the Dirichlet problem

Lu = -f{x) for x G Q
u(x) = Ur, for x G dQ,
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in which the differential operator is

L =

and Uq is a positive constant. We require / to belong to the collection W, consisting
of all heat supplies that meet the same conditions as in Sec. 3.

The coefficients a(J (x), which are thermal conductivities when n — 3, are re-
stricted by requiring that they be in c''Q(ft) and that the operator L be strictly
elliptic, that is to say, we suppose there to be a positive constant k such that

1,7=1 i= 1

for every x = (xp ... , e and every £ = £n). In these circumstances
the Dirichlet problem has a unique solution u e C2'q(Q) .

In view of the weak maximum principle and the restrictions of sign imposed upon
/ and Uq , it must be that u{x) > uQ > 0 for x e £2. Thus we can divide the
differential equation through by u and, on doing so, we can deduce an identity

H = G + F, (4.1)
in which

/L dx

„ f 1 v-* du du ,

H = — f f dx . (4.2)
"o J a

It is clear that F is nonnegative. Moreover, the strict ellipticity of L guarantees
that G is nonnegative and, hence, H too must be nonnegative. The generalised
version of Theorem 2 is

Theorem 3. (i) Neither G nor H is bounded above on W, but there is a positive
constant M depending only upon the domains Q. and D and the operator L such
that

F[f]<M for/€^. (4.3)
(ii) If L is the Laplacian

d2 d2

dx2 + + dx2n
and Q is a ball of hypervolume |Q| then we can take

M = ,4.4)
[dist{D, 5Q)]2

That H is not bounded above follows immediately from (4.2), and once we have
shown that (4.3) holds it will follow immediately from (4.1) that G is not bounded
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above. In order to prove (4.3) we proceed exactly as before, that is to say, we appeal to
the fact that the solution of the Dirichlet problem admits the representation (Miranda
[8, Theorem 21, VI])

u(x) = u0+ K(x, y)f(y) dy,
Jq

in which the kernel K(x, y) is strictly positive and continuous for x, y e Q. and
x ^ y . Hence (4.3) holds with M = m~x , where

m = g.l.b.{K(x, y): x, y € D} >0.

When L is the Laplacian and Q is a ball, we can construct the kernel explicitly
and deduce (4.4) by using essentially the same argument as before; when n = 2 the
argument requires slight modification to take account of the logarithmic singularity
of the kernel.
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